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As the world strives to come to terms with the continuing
wide spread impact of the coronavirus pandemic, in the
humanitarian space we recognise that the gap in the needs
of the people we serve remain. And not only do they remain,
but they have been exacerbated greatly by the pandemic.
For individuals for whom much was still needed in the way
of basic needs, having to make do with even less has dealt
and will continue to deal a big blow if we do not do all
we can to continue providing for them. It is heartening for
us at AIRD to be a part of ongoing discourse and dialogue
that is examining what this pandemic means for our sector,
and how we can cooperate and collaborate to ensure that
Persons of Concern will receive the assistance and support
they need. These discussions will shape and reshape our
approach to meeting our goals over the next few years. We
will adapt or pivot our offering where necessary to meet
the real and most pressing needs of the people we serve.

Above: Community members with cleaning equipment donated by
AIRD in Burkina Faso to the community in Gorom-Gorom.
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A site visit from our partners elevates engagement in
Cameroon

AIRD, in all our areas of operation, has continued to deliver
to the best of our ability this year. Following guidance
from governments and the World Health Organisation,
and in partnership with our donors, we have been serving
Persons of Concern. As many lockdown restrictions are
lifted in most of our countries of operation, we will carry
on safely providing the much needed services we are
known for. Displaced people must still be transported
compassionately to safety, nonfood items must still be
delivered and construction of critical infrastructure is still
a necessity. We remain grateful to our donors and partners
whose faith and trust in us remains, and who enable us
to fulfil our objectives of empowering the communities
within which we work.
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Highlights from our Programs
We highlight how our teams are supporting in the empowerment of the communities they serve. In this issue we see
construction and infrastruture works in the Dem. Rep. of Congo, how lives are positively impacted in Liberia and
we receive a visit from our partners in Cameroon.

Building resilience through infrastructure in the Dem. Rep. of Congo (by Anyole Metalor)

Mola primary school in Haut Uélé built in 2019 by AIRD. The school contains 6 classrooms, 2 offices and 3 blocks of 5-door latrines

When people are forcefully displaced from their homes, finding their way to safety is the first step towards creating
hope. But once they have found their way to a safe place, it becomes important that they begin rebuilding their lives
and regaining a sense of normalcy. It is through provision of services beyond just the basic needs that this normalcy
can emerge.
In the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) over the last year, our team has handed over the keys to several
structures and helped to ease movements through transport networks. Setting up the infrastructure that allows for
service delivery to displaced people is a major part of the work that AIRD undertakes in all its areas of operation.
In total, the AIRD Aru sub-delegation covers two provinces including Ituri and Haut Uélé. Ituri accommodates
47,734 refugees while Haut Uélé accommodates 41,220 refugees. Bele and Meri camps in Haut Uélé specifically
host 1,488 and 24,520 respectively. The Bele settlement in the DRC’s Faradje Territory of the Haut Uélé province is
host to hundreds of displaced people who have fled violence and conflict primarily from South Sudan.
The needs in these areas are great, and facilities must set up to enable the provision of services such as education,
health, administration as well as delivery of goods through a decent transport network. It is through these services that
displaced people can build resiliency and hope. These facilities are furthermore available to the host communities in
the area, which also fosters cooperation and peaceful cohabitation between them and those displaced.
The AIRD DRC team in the Bele and Meri settlement camps alone over the last year have supported with construction
and rehabilitation of primary schools, an institute, a maternity hospital, a health centre and bridges.
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Below are just some of the works completed and handed over by the AIRD DRC team in
the Haut Uélé province.

Left: Cutting the ribbon at the Patarua Institute of Bele by the regional representative of the UNHCR.
Centre: Opening Patarua Primary School by the administrator of the Faradje Territory, assisted by the Head of the UNHCR Sub Delegation-Aru.
Right: Bele Institute with 6 classrooms, 2 offices and 3 latrine blocks to serve 300 South Sudanese students and the host community

Above: The Bele Health Center with a capacity of 25 beds, 5 consultation rooms, 1 laboratory and 1 pharmacy with ancillary
works including an incinerator and 1 latrine block were built by AIRD in 2019

Left: Lukudu Primary School constructed by AIRD under UNHCR funding in 2019
Centre: Bele Maternity unit with a capacity of 10 beds built by AIRD under UNHCR funding from February to July 2020
Right:Guided visit with representatives of the UNHCR and various partners on the Kibali road bridge, Biringi-Ituri site
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Impact investment through the Livelihood and Social Economic Empowerment Project
in Liberia (by Philip K. Donkor)
As the Ivorian refugee program in Liberia continues to gravitate towards local integration, AIRD, since August 2018
has been implementing the Livelihood and Social Economic Empowerment Project for UNHCR. This is in a bid
to build the refugees’ capacities to attain self-reliance, while also strengthening co-existence with Liberian host
communities. Over 300 Ivorian refugees’ households across the three refugee settlements (Bahn, Nimba County,
PTP in Grand Gedeh County and Little Wlebo in Maryland County) have benefitted from the project with the majority
of them realizing self-reliance and self-sufficiency through the coaching and mentorship of AIRD Livelihood staff.
Below are few impact stories of refugees benefiting from the AIRD Livelihood project.
Beatrice Tarwulay’s experience is a classic example of entering an asylum country with nothing except her children
and hopes to stay alive. In 2010, Beatrice and her children crossed the border from Cote D’Ivoire into Liberia’s PTP
camp for refugees in Grand Gedeh County. She already had some business ideas learned from her country of origin.
She was looking for the opportunity to find a livelihood for her children. As a single mother with a dream of becoming
a cross border international trader, she began by peddling cold water in the refugee camp with an investment of only
LRD 100.00 (0.50 USD)- an almost negligible amount with which to start a business anywhere. Being a determined
and promising business minded person, she changed her business into selling charcoal and fufu (a local Liberian
food produced from cassava). This was intended to generate a reasonable income to sustain her family.
Beatrice Tarwulay’s experience is a classic example of entering an asylum country with nothing except her
children and hopes to stay alive.
In October 2019, Beatrice Tarwulay participated in the small business management training organized by the AIRD/
UNHCR Livelihood Team which is intended to provide insight into establishing and managing a small business.
Beatrice became a beneficiary of the Livelihood and Social Economic Empowerment Project whose goal is to build
self-reliance and improved livelihoods for refugees opting for local integration in Liberia. The project is funded by
UNHCR and implemented by AIRD as a partner. The amount of 900 USD was Beatrice’s livelihood cash support
entitlement which is based on her family size. The cash is provided in two installments with a decision to provide the
second installment on the premise of satisfactory performance in the business.
Weekly Income and Savings
Beatrice already had basic knowledge in business. Attending
the AIRD small business training boosted her skills and
empowerment. Understanding the advantage of business
location and competition which she learned in the training,
Beatrice invested the amount in her newly established business
in the Zwedru general market where she sells fashion clothes
for both women and children. With the suitable location of her
business, her weekly income has moved up to LRD 18,500.00
(94 USD) while her savings is LRD 5,000.00(25 USD) weekly.
Beatrice as a refugee is now smoothly sailing to her local
integration in Liberia because she is now earning more than
the average Liberian with monthly income in government.
Beatrice intends to establish another branch of her business and
employ one person to assist her in the management efforts. The
Livelihood beneficiary has succeeded in raising the amount of
1,800 USD cash and still has goods valued at 1,200 USD.
Beatrice Tarwulay is nearing the achievement of her dream of becoming a cross border trader, something which she
attributes to the small business training and the coaching of her AIRD business mentors.
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Fifty-year-old Madam Elizabeth Nogbado Kouya is among many other refugees with local integration ambition in
Maryland County that have benefitted from the AIRD small business management training. This is as a prerequisite
to receiving the Cash Based Initiative grant under the Livelihood and Social Economic Empowerment Project to start
their income generating activities.
Madam Kouya, as the head of her family of three (3), received a livelihood cash grant provided by UNHCR through
AIRD to support families become self-reliant. The AIRD Livelihood Team in Harper guided Madam Kouya in writing
her business plan which concentrated on Attieke sales (a local Ivorian food processed from cassava tubers). The
Livelihood Team further coached her into investing in cassava farming because of the value chain link to Attieke.
Madam Kouya, like a few other refugees, invested a portion of her grant into cassava farming to generate more
income and provide food for the family. Owing to the cultural and traditional ties with her hosts, she negotiated
with the locals and acquired 1½ hectares of fertile land where she planted a variety of agriculture crops including;
cassava, yam, eddoes, plantain, banana, cucumber, corn and other vegetables.

This enterprising woman is now harvesting from her farm and the proceeds from her mixed crops have boosted
food production for her family during the COVID-19 pandemic as well as an income through selling some, while
processing Attieke for sale.
Madam Elizabeth Nogbado Kouya is a success story whose weekly income from Attieke sale is L$ 10,000 (50 USD).
Her courage and resilience is a model for practical reality which will be replicated by other refugees that have similar
ambitions. She has voiced her gratitude to the AIRD Livelihood Team for the inspiration and coaching support.

Guei Ghanh Raymond is a 54-year-old Ivorian refugee living in PTP settlement
since 2011 with his family of eight. In 2019, Raymond was selected for the
Cash Based Initiative (CBI). All CBI beneficiaries received entrepreneurship
and small business management training before cash disbursement.
Raymond opted to send his 24-year-old daughter, Guei Ghanh Desiree, as an
economically active and educated person to the training.
At the end of training she was assisted in developing a business plan and
in collaboration with her family, decided to invest in agriculture. Raymond
received 1,000USD and invested in 2.5 hectares of upland rice and 1 hectare
of cassava. In August 2020, Raymond started harvesting rice and he is expecting
4.5 tons of rice at the end of harvest with a value of 4,000USD. Additionally,
Raymond has hired 10 daily workers (refugees) to harvest his farm which boosts job opportunity in the settlement.
In a dialogue with Raymond, he narrated to AIRD livelihood staff that the cash assistance, entrepreneurship training
and agriculture technical support from AIRD is the beginning of his self-reliance in Liberia.
“I’m feeling secure; I have enough food in the house for this year up to the next agriculture season. I will not be
burdened about food for my family. I will sell a portion of the harvest to fulfill other essential family needs and
reinvest in agriculture. This is beyond assistance while I’m staying in Liberia as a refugee but even it will help me
to reintegrate in my community when I repatriate back to my lovely country of origin Cote d’Ivoire”
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A site visit from our partners elevates engagement in Cameroon
It is through the support of our donors that AIRD is able to achieve its vision and mission of building communities of
resilient people who have been forced to flee their homes. It is therefore an honour to receive representatives from
our donor/partner organisations and to facilitate their engagements with beneficiaries in order to understand the true
impact of the services we provide on the ground.
On September 2, 2020, the Gado Badzere refugee camp in eastern Cameroon received a visit from the Representative
of UNHCR in Cameroon, Olivier Guillaume Beer, as part of his familiarization tour in the eastern regions of
Adamaoua. Receiving Mr. Beer in this capacity was very fitting for AIRD as the Camp Coordination and Camp
Management (CCCM) agency in Gado Badzere. As the CCCM agency, AIRD is responsible for activities in the camp
related to temporary assistance and protection activities. This ensures that there is equitable access to assistance,
protection, and services for displaced persons living in camps, to improve their quality of life and dignity while
seeking and advocating for durable solutions. AIRD works with the different implementing partners in the camp and
through dialogue with displaced people to ensure the real needs of the people being served are met.

Representative of UNHCR in Cameroon, Mr. Olivier Guillaume Beer, is guided by AIRD officials on a site
visit at the Gado Badzere refugee camp.

During Mr Beer’s visit, he was warmly welcomed by representatives of different partner organisations as well as
village leadership. Following welcome remarks, Mr. Beer spoke and thanked the people of Gado for being so
accommodating and hospitable to refugees. He acknowledged that much still has to be done to improve living
conditions and facilitate social cohesion as well as peaceful cohabitation between refugees and host populations.
Mr. Beer was then invited to two focus sessions with women and men of the camp. Issues discussed included:
•
•
•
•

Promoting the process of empowerment by providing refugees with mechanical means for a scale activity
(tractors, plows, etc.)
Providing clarification on durable solutions regarding resettlement
Advocating with states to stabilise the security situation to facilitate the return of refugees
The maintenance of food assistance for the most vulnerable

Mr. Beer shared a strategic plan which will focus mainly on an empowerment process. He explained that it is
more important to strengthen empowerment funding, rather than maintaining food assistance. It is through this that
displaced people can maintain dignity and autonomy over their lives, and be prepared to return to their homes ready
to thrive. AIRD is honoured to play a supporting role in ensuring this plan is fulfilled for the people of this area.
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We thank our AIRD family for delivering remarkably in all our areas of operation. We give a very special
thanks to our donors for enabling us to do the work we do that changes the lives of refugees and their
host communities.

Thanks to all those who contributed stories and photos for this issue.
Special thanks to;

Philip K. Donkor (Liberia)
Emmanuel Guissil Agouna (Cameroon)
Anyole Metalor (Democratic Republic of Congo)

For feedback/comments/queries on any of the articles in this issue, please send an email to
communications@airdinternational.org
We would love to share your stories! If you would like to contribute an article or photos etc. to the next issue,
send an email to communications@airdinternational.org

